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Topics

Panel 1
How can the EU reunite its people around its common values?

Panel 2
How can the European Union become more resilient to cyber attacks?

Panel 3
Do we need a European Health Union? Learning from the pandemic

Panel 4
What CAP for the future? Agriculture vs. Sustainability

Panel 5
What economic model can the EU adopt for tomorrow’s world and how can it be durably settled?

Panel 6
How should the European democracy of tomorrow look like?

Panel 7
How can the EU regulate digital platforms without limiting freedom of speech

Panel 8
How should the EU position itself in a globalized world, vis-à-vis other actors?

Panel 9
How should the European Union prepare to deal with climate refugee?

Panel 10
How to build future-oriented, digitalized, and yet inclusive higher education systems across the European Union

Financial support

Labels and awards
Day 1 - Welcome event
March 3, 2022

WELCOME ADDRESS - 14:00
Location: European Parliament, Strasbourg - tramway E, All. du Printemps, 67070 Strasbourg

- Marie-Pierre Vedrenne, Member of the European Parliament

Visit of the European Parliament 14:30-16:30

OPENING CONFERENCE - 18:00-19:30
Location: Strasbourg University - Palais universitaire de Strasbourg, 9 place de l'université - (Aula)

Moderation by:
- Islam Shalik, European Universities Community, PhD student at UGA

Guest speakers:
- Antonio Argenziano, President of the Young European Federalists
- Jakub Grodecki, Vice-president of the European Student Union
- Christophe Grudler, Member of the European Parliament
- Jean-Paul Jacqué, Emeritus Professor at the University of Strasbourg, Professor at the College of Europe, Honorary General Director at the Council of the EU

Coffee Break - Move to the meeting rooms
30 minutes

Day 2 - Assembly
March 4, 2022

PANEL MEETING 1 - 11:00-12:30
First panel meeting (Palais Universitaire, Meeting rooms)

Lunch Break (Aula)
1,5 hours

PANEL MEETING 2 - 14:00-16:00
Second panel meeting (Palais Universitaire, Meeting rooms)
Participants focus on a list of 5 to 10 concrete actions to be undertaken as a priority concrete actions.

Coffee Break - Move to the Plenary assembly
30 minutes

PLENARY ASSEMBLY - 16:30-18:00
Vote on recommendations
- Rapporteurs of each panels submit their recommendations to the Assembly.
- The Assembly votes by show of hands on the overall report to be submitted to the European institutions.

CLOSING REMARKS - 18:30-19:30
Moderation by:
- Giulia Geneletti & Emil Răducanu European Universities Community, students at Sciences Po and CY Cergy Paris University.

Guest speakers:
- Vanessa Debiais-Sainton, Head of unit in charge of Higher Education at the European Commission’s Directorate-General for EAC (online intervention)
- Alviina Alametsä, Member of the European Parliament (online intervention)
- Damian Boeselager, Member of the European Parliament
- Fabienne Keller, Member of the European Parliament
- Victor Negrescu, Member of the European Parliament (online intervention)

Party at CIARUS